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Synopsis
This book is designed to flow logically as a course outline. The first three chapters develop the historical range of feminist theories. Subsequent chapters examine violence, reproduction, marriage, children, and education. The final chapter is a broad examination of women and the state. Throughout, extensive readings (from both law and social science), cases, and text notes encourage detailed, rigorous analysis and critical thinking.
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Customer Reviews
I was required to purchase this book for a Gender & Law class that I took as an undergraduate, and I am glad I did as it has remained on my bookshelf and in frequent use ever since. This text is insightful, complex, and diverse. The author/editors draw on a mix of case law and rulings, legal interpretations, and feminist theory to frame legal issues impacting women and women's rights in dynamic and nuanced ways. They don't provide "answers"- they help the reader to develop insight into the construction and contestation of gender through law. Make sure that you don't skip the "Notes" sections- these contain tremendously interesting notes on further cases and excellent discussion questions! Two thumbs most enthusiastically up!  
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